Summary

Jian Wu
December 8, 2011
- 2 Papers Accepted
  - Arijit Khan, Vishwakarma Singh, Jian Wu, Find Skyline Nodes in Large Networks, Graph Data Management 2012
- 2 Paper in Revision
  - Static and Dynamic Structural Correlations in Graphs, TKDE
  - A matrix-based Bayesian approach for manufacturing resource allocation planning in supply chain management, International Journal of Production Research
- 2 Paper Submit to WWW
  - Jian Wu, Hengyi Jian, Liang Chen, and Hongbo Deng, Instant Recommendation for Web Services Composition
  - Jian Wu, Shijun Wang, Liang Chen, and Xifeng Yan, Graph Mining Based Web Service Recommendation
Book

Funding:
- 863 State High-Tech Development Plan 1.5 M
- NSFC 0.57 M

Recipient
- 151 Talent Project of Zhejiang Provience
Best wishes for the holidays and for 2012